TAO Neighborhoods

Notes:
Date: 1/3/2018
Requested By:
User Name: ljadefian
Path: J:\egis_work\dpcd\projects\ljadefian\Walk-inRequests\Jordan Williams\TAO\TAO.mxd

THIS MAP IS PROVIDED AS A PUBLIC SERVICE
The City of Atlanta has made known that this Data contains known errors and inconsistencies. The City of Atlanta makes no warranty of any kind, expresses or implied, regarding the accuracy or completeness of this Data and shall not be liable for any loss or damage, direct or indirect, which may arise from the use, transmission or copying of this Data or any other error or deficiency in this Data. The user of this Data assumes all risks and liabilities which may arise from the use of the Data or any other data or products being developed. This map or other products being developed. The user of the Data and any other products assume all risks and liabilities which may arise from the use of this information produced by Maps or Data furnished to User by the City of Atlanta.